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Cotton-Candy trees,
sunset-estates oozing maple-syrup, smothering
budding camas into condensed gold.
She doesn’t eat sugar, except
when it tastes like nationalism and
when she can buy it with gold, “Straight
from the can please.” Her hair golden, her
skin golden, wallet—golden.
Her thongs are golden,
—as though femininity and
sexuality can be expressed through
a shopping mall.
Birch trees
with cotton-candy leaves, how did we
get here?
Fostered with canine teeth, and lust,
saturated in “the way”—
the way our purpose was caged
like livestock. I watched as
my ancestors hung from the ceilings,
the way the lynch turned our hands into machines,
our hands turned plants into gold, turn,
don’t turn on us,
sweat for us.
Separated within the abyss
of time and place, I stand
in the soil of cultivation, not recognized
by penetrators and perpetrators.
I call for my ancestors,
they rest beneath the sea
and the dirt.
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I call for your ancestors, we feel
the tense noose around our lungs.
I stand in thick maple-syrup concrete.
Cotton-Candy trees
concealing histories.
Cotton-golden-thongs—
covering the rape and race
to cover the other.
I stand on the green of another’s and feel my own.
A call from beneath the ground, a miner
shoveling the diamonds that line your
wedding ring. Each railway may as well
be dead bodies and the eyes of all those who have seen
and see
disparity.
The cotton is picked off black brow rows
of human barbed spindles,
the gold is made from coal-charred hands
of human caves.
Luxury is the lap of the other,
beaten to the ground
for a national
Capital
drizzled with gold
upon collected cotton.
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Excuses for Men
Big brown eyes captivate men,
my rattle in my hand,
spit dripping, drool, pooling
on my chin, my
first word was mama,
and slowly, tripping
over my own two feet, strangers’
laughter, a proclamation,
one day, all the boys
will chase after me.
Big round breasts, slumping
with drool and nurture,
the sun kissing our skin,
mama and daughter,
hinged,
for a moment.
Sex, sexy, sedentary nipples,
Get out! Control yourself!
Salt touches my cheeks, mama covers
my ears, my eyes, my mouth.
It’s not that bad.
Stumbling, biking, watching,
pedaling with dad and his friend,
he says that girl in the skirt,
she’s asking for it.
Her bike is too high, she rides
like she wants it.
I watched her
turn into a whore, before
my eyes, yet nothing
about her changed.
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A hustle, who gets there faster,
they chase after
one another, acting like
snow leopards on mountain tops,
without the tip-toe. They ravage,
boys will be boys,
they lavish, in endless possibility,
while I try on the newest
accessories in the box.
It’s not that bad.
A welting-purple bruise, matching
welting-purple nipples,
I ask my teacher,
“Why are boys so mean?” Their
vicious grasp, a look
roughly grazing your skin.
He just wants to touch you.
He just likes you. You are special.
Sandy, the beach, the canon,
the blow up, of your heart racing.
Jewels, a treasure of her own, instructs me
to say, “Tell them. No, No, No, No.”
They like the chase. Jewels, picked up
by seagulls, she whispers, “No,”
confused. Boys like the chase. “No?”
The words roll from my mouth,
off his back like salt and sweat from the ocean,
I teach myself complaisance.
It’s not that bad.
My shoulders felt free, despite
deep bruising from tree-climbing, the
strap collar, a necklace to match,
showing off the rose mama gave me.
A rose
for woman, cover it up
the teacher doesn’t want
the boys distracted.
I cover mama’s woman’s necklace
and my straps, and the freedom
that was brushing on my shoulders.
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It’s a joke, drenched in white
teeth and laughter, it’s just
a joke. She will ride, all
seven of us at once. The chatter, the clatter,
roughly grazing my skin,
a grin, complaisant,
adjacent to confusion, lost
in endless waves of sweat.
It’s not that bad.
He hustles, moving faster,
the chase, fallen from my grasp.
He talks to the other girls, I walk
in on him, stumbling
over my own feet.
Men will be men.
“I want what I want, I get
what I want. Next time, try
having sex with me.” My teeth clatter.
Big brown eyes and big brown
nipples, my keys rattle in my shaking hand,
his spit, dripping, lips,
brushing my chin.
I call for mama.
My feet can’t find
one another, the strangers
chase me, these men encase me.
It’s not that bad.
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